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Abstract. This study is focused on the problem of the local-
ization of substorm expansion onset. In this context, the high
latitude topology of transverse magnetospheric currents has
been analyzed. This study has included the radial distribution
of plasma pressure near noon, obtained using the THEMIS-
B satellite data, the daytime compression of magnetic field
lines and the existence of magnetic field minima far from the
equatorial plane, given by all geomagnetic field models. As a
result, the dayside integral transverse currents at the geocen-
tric distances 7–10RE has been estimated. It is suggested,
that nightside transverse currents at geocentric distances∼7–
10RE are closed inside the magnetosphere and with dayside
transverse currents form surrounding the Earth current sys-
tem (cut ring current or CRC) which topologically is the high
latitude continuation of ordinary ring current. A possibility
of localization of substorm expansion onset at the nighside
CRC region is analyzed using the experimental evidences
that the onset is localized at geocentric distances<10RE .

Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Current systems;
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1 Introduction

The problem of classical isolated substorm expansion onset
is deeply connected to the dynamics of magnetospheric cur-
rent systems. Akasofu (1964) showed that the substorm ex-
pansion onset starts with the nearest to the equator auroral
arc brightening or with the formation of a new arc in this
region. A posteriori, this result has been confirmed by nu-
merous results (see Frank and Sigwarth, 2000; Lyons et al.,
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2002; Dubyagin et al., 2003; Lui, 2004; Zou et al., 2009;
etc.). Localization of an isolated substorm expansion onset
is one of the main endeavors of the THEMIS satellite mis-
sion. Lui et al. (2008) have found that the onset is localized
at the geocentric distances<10RE , confirming previous re-
sults (see also the discussion in the paper Antonova et al.,
2009a).

In this paper, we analyze the topology of transverse high
latitude magnetospheric currents, and its importance for lo-
calization of the substrom expansion onset. We evalu-
ate transverse currents near noon using data obtained by
THEMIS satellite mission and show that such currents can
be closed inside the magnetosphere by transverse currents at
the same geocentric distances. According to the common
point of view, the first auroral arc brightening is a result of
tail current dynamics. We try to show that this statement can
be reanalyzed assuming that transverse currents at geocentric
distances<10RE are probably closed not by magnetopause
currents but currents inside the magnetosphere.

2 Plasma domain surrounding the Earth and the region
of quasi trapping

Existence of plasma sheet like plasma domain surrounding
the Earth became clear after the publication of the paper of
Newell and Meng (1992), in which they showed that plasma
sheet particle precipitations near noon come from a region
situated at the equator from the low latitude boundary layer.
Starkov et al. (2002) verified the picture obtained by Newell
and Meng (1992). OVATION model (Newell et al., 2002)
based on extended set of the DMSP particle precipitation
data also shows the existence of closed ring of plasma sheet
like precipitations. Vorobjev et al. (2007) supported this re-
sult. They showed the existence of a closed loop structure
of plasma sheet precipitations under all geomagnetic condi-
tions.
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Fig. 1. The configuration ofB=const isolines, calculated using
Tsyganenko-2004 model and solar wind parametersPSW =2 nPa,
IMF BZ=−5 nT, BY =BX=0 and zero inclination of Earth’s mag-
netic dipole.

Figure 1 shows an example of the calculation of iso-
lines of minimal values of the magnetic field at the mag-
netic field line using one of the latest models of Tsyga-
nenko – Tsyganenko-2004 (Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005).
Solar wind dynamic pressurePSW =2 nPa, IMF parameters
BZ=−5 nT,BY =BX=0 and zero inclination of Earth’s mag-
netic dipole are selected as input parameters, to reproduce
the geomagnetic field under typical solar wind conditions
avoiding distortions related to the tilt effects. The first curve
corresponds to the magnetic field in the internal ring current
(100 nT). The following curves are traced for the values de-
creasing in 10 nT from the curve to the curve up to 40 nT (ex-
ternal curve). Isolines with magnetic field smaller than 30 nT
begin to cross magnetopause that could be related to the ade-
quate limit of use of Tsyganenko-2004 model. It is necessary
to stress, that the majority of existing models of the magne-
tospheric magnetic field reproduces the same topology of the
field lines: The magnetic field minima are shifted from the
equatorial plane near noon.

Shown on Fig. 1 structure of the magnetic field determines
the drift trajectories of energetic particles. Region from the
geostationary orbit till∼10RE was named the region of
quasi trapping at the first stages of magnetospheric studies.
From that time, it is well known that energetic particle trajec-
tories cross the magnetopause when the particle pitch angle
is equal to 90◦. On the other side, drift shell splitting effect is
observed for particles with smaller pitch angles (Shabansky
and Antonova, 1968). Drift trajectories of such particles are
closed inside the magnetosphere (see, for example, the dis-
cussion in the papers (Delcourt and Sauvaud, 1999;Öztürk
and Wolf, 2007)). In this context, the appearance of the drift
echo that is one of the constantly observed features of magne-
tospheric substorm, indicate the necessity of careful analysis

of the topology of transverse currents. In particular, Hori et
al. (2003) showed the existence of the effect of the drift echo
until geocentric distances∼12–13RE near midnight, using
results of Geotail observations. This fact indicates that the
region of the quasi trapping is localized at geocentric dis-
tances from∼7RE till ∼12–13RE , i.e. at the distances for
which the transverse currents are ordinarily assumed to be
closed by the currents at the magnetopause.

The latest model of external geomagnetic field Tsyga-
nenko – TS07 (Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2007; Sitnov et
al., 2008) was developed using large sets of spacecraft data
and represents the geomagnetic field generated by currents
localized near the equatorial plane. Tsyganenko and Sit-
nov (2007), Sitnov et al. (2008) showed that fully devel-
oped ring current extends quite far down the tail (through
XGSM∼−10RE) and argued that it is a combination of the
partial ring current closed through Region 2 field-aligned
currents of Iijima and Potemra and the enhanced tail current
closed via the magnetopause on both dusk and dawn sides.
It is necessary to stress that all transverse currents in TS07
model are localized at the equatorial plane. Nevertheless, the
location of the magnetic field minima at high latitudes at the
daytime magnetic field lines shows the possibility of exis-
tence of comparatively large transverse currents near noon
far from the equatorial plane. In this case, nighttime currents
can be closed by such currents forming a surrounding the
Earth current ring. This current system, named the cut ring
current (CRC), was introduced by Antonova and Ganushk-
ina (2000) as the daytime part of this ring splits into two
branches (see also Antonova, 2003, 2004, for details).

3 Daytime transverse current in the conditions of mag-
netostatic equilibrium

Localization of magnetic field minima far from the equatorial
plane shows that the determination of the current distribution
at the daytime field lines requires an analysis of data obtained
far from the equatorial plane by a number of satellites. Such
data are not available now. However, values of current densi-
ties and integral transverse current can be estimated assum-
ing the validity of the condition of magnetostatic equilibrium
when distribution of plasma pressure is nearly isotropic, that
is observed at large geocentric distances (see DeMichelis et
al., 1999). In such a case, transverse currentj⊥ is equal

j⊥ = B × ∇p/B2 (1)

where∇p is the plasma pressure gradient,B is the magnetic
field value. Equation (1) indicates that surrounding the Earth
plasma domain contains transverse westward current when
the plasma pressure gradient has the earthward direction.

Taking into consideration that the plasma pressure has a
constant value along a field line in accordance with the con-
dition of magnetostatic equilibrium, it is possible to evaluate
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current density at any point of a field line, if plasma pres-
sure distribution at the equatorial plane is known, using one
of magnetic field models. Although such approach is not self
consistent, it makes it possible to estimate current densities
far from the equatorial plane.

Both statistical and event-oriented studies of the plasma
pressure distribution in the inner magnetosphere has been
done during last two decades. In particular, Lui and Hamilton
(1992), DeMichelis et al. (1997, 1999), Millino et al. (2001)
obtained the distribution of plasma pressure at the equato-
rial plane using data of AMPTE/CCE observations. The
global picture of magnetospheric plasma pressure distribu-
tion atL<9 demonstrates the presence of nearly azimuthally
symmetric plasma distribution atL∼7–9 (DeMichelis et al.,
1999). Such distribution supports the existence of a plasma
domain surrounding the Earth. The plasma pressure gradi-
ent in this domain has an earthward direction, which implies
the existence of a westward transverse current. DeMiche-
lis et al. (1999) reproduced current density in the equatorial
plane using values of plasma pressure gradients derived from
AMPTE/CCE satellite and the Tsyganenko-87 (Tsyganenko,
1987) magnetic field model. The nighttime part of the ob-
tained by DeMichelis et al. (1999) picture corresponds to
comparatively large current densities∼3–5 nA/m2 and was
attributed to the partial ring current. Daytime current densi-
ties were smaller∼1 nA/m2. These values can be used for the
estimation of integral transverse current near noon only at the
geocentric distances smaller than 7RE where field lines are
not compressed. Antonova et al. (2009b) estimated daytime
current densities using data of AMPTE/CCE and showed that
the integral daytime current is comparable with the nighttime
current at the same geocentric distances.

Obtaining daytime integral transverse current requires the
analysis of magnetic field distribution along a field line. It
is necessary to mention also that a significant part of the
transverse current can be concentrated at a geocentric dis-
tance larger than the apogee of AMPTEE/CEE. Therefore, it
may be interesting to extend the analysis of the dayside radial
plasma pressure gradients till the magnetopause.

Such possibility appeared with the beginning of the op-
eration of THEMIS satellite system. Orbits of 5 satellites of
THEMIS are located near to the equatorial plane which gives
the possibility to restore the radial distribution of plasma
pressure. To obtain the first estimations of radial plasma
pressure gradients we use the results of THEMIS-B satellite
observations for the period 2 June 2007–29 October 2007
(http://www.nasa.gov/missionpages/themis/) at the equato-
rial plane near noon. Parts of trajectories were selected at
the geocentric distances 7<r<12RE with limitation of the
azimuthal angle in±20◦. The distribution of plasma pres-
sure inside the magnetosphere near noon can be greatly influ-
enced by the solar wind conditions. To take into account this
dependence special algorithm of obtaining averaged plasma
pressure profile is developed. Data of Wind satellite are
used for the determination of the solar wind dynamic pres-

Fig. 2. Dayside radial plasma pressure profile obtained using data
of THEMIS-B observations and its approximation used for the cal-
culation of current densities.

surePsw and Z-component of the interplanetary magnetic
field. The Shue et al. (1997) model is used for the deter-
mination of the magnetopause location for every THEMIS-B
measurement used. The averaged solar wind dynamic pres-
sure−Psw=2.5 nPa and averaged IMFBZ=−5 nT were se-
lected for the determining the average magnetopause posi-
tion. The radial distance for the subsolar point in such a case
is equal to 9.8RE . All coordinates of satellite THEMIS-B
are normalized to this position by linear compression or ex-
pansion. All obtained values are distributed along X axes
with the bin equal 0.5RE and averaged inside each bin. Fig-
ure 2 shows the obtained averaged radial plasma pressure
profile (dots) fitted by an exponent (solid line). The ge-
omagnetic field configuration at the dayside corresponding
to the same values of the solar wind dynamic pressure and
the IMF (Psw=2.5 nPa, averaged IMFBZ=−5 nT,By=0, and
Dst=−5 nT) has been obtained using Tsyganenko-01 model
(Tsyganenko, 2002a, b).

Figure 3 shows the position of minima of the magnetic
field at the daytime magnetic field lines. The values of cur-
rent densities obtained by applying the relation (1) to the data
of radial plasma pressure distribution shown in Fig. 2 are
given in the regions of magnetic field minima. Calculated
current densities at any point of field line give the possibility
to evaluate the integral transverse current at the geocentric
distances starting from 7.5RE till the magnetopause in both
hemispheres. It is also necessary to take into account that
daytime currents are spread at larger areas than nighttime
currents. For selected parameters, integral current constitutes
5.8×105 A in both hemispheres. This value is in agreement
with estimations using plasma pressure profiles obtained by
Lui and Hamilton (1992), DeMichelis et al. (1997, 1999)
for the same selected parameters of Tsyganenko-2001 model
and with the results obtained by Antonova et al. (2009b). The
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Fig. 3. Positions of minima of the magnetic field at the daytime
magnetic field lines and calculated transverse current densities in
the regions of magnetic field minima.

center of transverse currents situated at the dayside field-lines
is deposited atXeff=7.3RE , Zeff=2.7RE . It is possible to see
analyzing near Earth tail current distribution in Tsyganenko
quite time models that considerable part of tail current can be
closed inside the magnetosphere by dayside transverse cur-
rents.

4 Conclusions and discussion

Our analysis shows that traditional interpretation of the
nighttime magnetospheric region at geocentric distances
from 7 till ∼10–12RE as a tail region may be corrected. It
was shown that comparatively large transverse current can be
generated in the daytime magnetosphere under an assump-
tion of magnetostatic equilibrium. To make this estimation,
radial profiles of plasma pressure gradients have been ob-
tained using the THEMIS-B satellite data, and the dayside
configuration of the geomagnetic field has been obtained us-
ing the Tsyganenko-01 geomagnetic field model. Transverse
currents are generated when the plasma pressure gradients
are directed to the Earth. The obtained value of integral trans-
verse current in the dayside is near to known transverse cur-
rent values at the nightside magnetosphere at the same geo-
centric distances. This fact supports the assumption made by
Antonova and Ganushkina (2000), Antonova (2003, 2004)
about the existence of high latitude continuation of the ordi-
nary ring current split into two branches in the dayside mag-

netosphere, named the cut ring current (CRC). Topologically,
this current is the high latitude continuation of ordinary ring
current, and it is generated by plasma pressure gradients di-
rected to the Earth. Nevertheless, the verification of such
suggestion requires also the analysis of global plasma pres-
sure distribution, which will be possible to do in the future. It
is necessary to stress, that the Tsyganenko geomagnetic field
models consider the transverse currents inside the magneto-
sphere localized near the equatorial plane. Therefore the ex-
istence of additional transverse current system far from equa-
torial plane can explain some difficulties of these models.

Obtained results also may be used for possible reanalysis
of the position of the region of isolated substorm expansion
onset. The equatorial boundary of the auroral oval is mapped
at geocentric distances smaller than∼10RE . This can mean
that this boundary is localized in CRC region. Significant
number of observations shows that the first auroral arc bright-
ening is localized near the equatorial boundary of the auroral
oval. Correspondingly, this can mean that the first auroral
arc brightening can be localized in CRC region. Naturally,
such suggestion can be verified only after the appearance of
the model of the magnetic field, which takes into account the
existence of the daytime transverse current far from the equa-
torial plane. The validity of our suggestion can lead to revi-
sion of the analysis of the processes of substorm expansion
onset. Theories of plasma instabilities for substorm expan-
sion onsets discussed by Lui (2004) can be modified taking
into account their possible development inside the CRC re-
gion. The support of the theory of substorm expansion onset
suggested by Stepanova et al. (2000) will require to find the
explanation how multiple inverted V structures are formed in
CRC region, etc. All these problems will be the subject for
future study.

Presented material demonstrates the possibility to reana-
lyze some important features of substorm dynamics. This
does not mean that obtained earlier results are incorrect. It
is only a contribution to the elaboration of the unified self-
consistent picture of the substrom dynamics, which will in-
clude all previous findings.
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